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Introduction
In this paper we discuss nonlinear evolution operators associated with
the system of nonlinear evolution equations in a real Banach space X
(DE)S u'(t)(=Atu(t), s<t<T,
with initial conditions
(IC)S u(s) = x,
In the above system, 0^s<T; u( ) stands for an X-valued unknown function
on the interval [sy T\\u\ ) represents a derivative (perhaps in a generalized
sense) of u\ and {At: *e[0, T]} is a given family of nonlinear, possibly multi-
valued operators in X.
Suppose for the moment that there is a family {C
s
: ί^[0, T]} of subsets
of X, and that for every s^[0> T) and every x^C
s
 the initial-value problem
(hereafter called IVP) for (DE)S with (IC)S has a unique exact solution u( s, x)
on [sy T] such that u(t\s, x)^Ct for s^t^T. Then one can define operators
U(t, s) (O^s^t^T) in X by
U(t> s)x = u(t; s, x) for * e C
s
 and /G[ί, T].
The operator U(t, s) maps C
s
 into Ct and has the following properties:
(El) U(s, s) = I IC
s
 and U(t, s)U(s, r) =• U(t, r) on C
r
for O^r^s^t^Ty where IjCs denotes the identity operator on Cs; and
(E2) for se[0, T) and # e C 5 , U( , s)x is strongly continuous on [s, T\.
In the case where C
s
 is independent of s and CS = C, a stronger continuity of
U(t> s) with respect to the parameters s and t may be obtained, namely:
(E2)r for # e C , U(ty s)x is strongly continuous over the triangle O^S-s^
^T with respect to (s, t).
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Moreover, if the solution U( s, x) depends continuously upon initial data
xGC
s
 one will have that each U(t, s) is continuous on C
s
.
In this paper a family HJ of continuous operators U(t> s) having properties
(El) and (E2) is called an evolution operator constrained in {C
s
}. If in particular
C
s
 is constant and C
s
 = Cf the family HJ of continuous operators with properties
(El) and (E2)' is called an evolution operator on C. In what follows, we are
mainly concerned with evolution equations in nonreflexive Banach spaces;
and in this case, it should be noted that a nonlinear equation (DE)S does not
necessarily have exact solutions even if the /-dependence of At is smooth and
initial-data are nice. However, if H] arises in such a way that U(t, s)x gives
a solution (in a generalized sense) to the IVP for (DE)S and HJ has properties
(El) and (E2), such a family HJ is called an evolution operator associated with
the system {(DE)S).
The present paper is devoted to the studies of two problems below. The
first aim of this paper is to introduce two notions of generalized solutions to
(DE)S such that the associated solution operators form an evolution operator
as mentioned above. Firstly we consider the case in which approximate differ-
ential or difference equations for (DE)S can be derived and there exist limits
of solutions of those approximate equations. In this case it is relevant to re-
gard the limits as solutions in a generalized sense and we treat generalized solu-
tions of this kind (called herein weak solutions to (DE)S).
On the other hand, Ph. Benilan introduced in [1] a notion of integral solu-
tion which is given in terms of specific integral inequalities. His notion plays
an important role both in giving the framework of the theory of nonlinear con-
traction semigroups and in establishing the uniqueness theorem of such non-
linear semigroups generated by dissipative operators. In view of this, we
employ a certain type of /-dependence of the operator At in order to extend
the notion of Benilan's integral solution to the time-dependent case under
consideration, and then show that given an initial-value χζΞD(A
s
), the associated
weak solution is uniquely determined in the class of such extended integral
solutions.
The next problem is to discuss the generation of an evolution operator
that provides generalized solutions of the IVP. In 1967 Kato gave in [10]
a general theory of nonlinear evolution operators in Banach spaces with uni-
formly convex duals and, in 1972, Crandall and Pazy [4] established a genera-
tion theory in general Banach spaces. Since that time many works concerning this
problem have been published. See Crandall and Evans [5], Evans [8], Koba-
yashi [14], Pavel [25], and Kobayasi and Oharu [15]. Our second purpose
of this paper is to discuss the construction of evolution operators which furnish
the integral solutions of (DE)S mentioned as in the preceding paragraph and
extend the results quoted above.
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0. Outline. Our argument contains three features. Firstly, we think
of a proper lower semicontinuous functional p: X-+[09 +° ° ] to specify the
/-dependence of A
u
 the boundedness of solutions, etc.. Hence the /-depend-
ence in our argument depends upon the choice of a functional p. In Section 1
we shall introduce a class of operators At by means of a functional p as above
and discuss the /-dependence of At. In Section 2 we shall introduce a notion
of integral solution for the time-dependent case in terms of the functional p
and establish a uniqueness theorem of Benilan's type. Some of interesting
examples of the functional as mentioned above are found in [9], [15], [22]
and [23].
Secondly, we discuss the construction of evolution operators through
the following type of discrete approximation of (DE)S: Let s£Ξ[0, T)> xEzX the
initial-value given in (IC)S> and suppose that there is a system ({Δn}, {(#*, vΐ)},
{ft}) of sequences with the following properties:
(i) {Δ
n
} is a sequence of partitions of [s, T] of the form
AM= {s=t%<tΐ<-<tnN + 1 = T} ( n ^ l ) and l i m | Δ j = 0 .
) {w?}, {vk} and {ft} are sequences in X and satisfy the difference
equation
for n^il as well as the following condition
(C) lim ul = x and lim Σ hnk\\fnk\\ = 0 .
The system of difference equations {((DE))
n
: n^ί} together with condi-
tion (C) is regarded as an approximate discrete scheme for (DE)S with (IC)S;
and condition (C) is understood to mean that the scheme is consistent with
IVP for (DE) with (IC). In what follows, we denote such scheme by ((DS))S
and we say that ((DS))S is a consistent discrete scheme for {DE)S. Now defining
step functions u
n
(t)=u
n
(t; s, x) by u
n
(s)=Uo and u
n
(t)=unk for /e(/J_i, *ϊ], the
evolution operator HJ is obtained as U(t, s)x=lim ujt; sy x). In Section 3 we
shall employ a modified version of estimation due to Kobayashi [13] in order
to obtain the convergence of u
n
.
Thirdly, we shall construct evolution operators HJ such that U(t> s) is locally
Lipschitz continuous on its domain. Employing a proper, lower semicon-
tinuous functional p on Xy we consider the class of initial-data x with £(Λ?)<OO
and discuss in Section 4 the construction of the evolution operators on each
of the closed sets X
a
={x: p(x)^a} (α>0); hence the evolution operator HJ
is constructed on the effective domain X0=D(p) of p in such a way that each
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U(ty s) satisfies
\\U(t, s)x-U(tf s)y\\£ exp [ωjt-s)]\\x-y\\
for J C J G X
Λ
Π O ( ^ S ) , t^[s, T], and some constant α>
Λ
 depending upon a>0.
Assumption of such a functional p does not impose restrictions to the
generation theory, but rather makes it possible to treat the evolution governed
by more general operators than dissipative (or accretive) operators.
In fact, if we want to get a generation theorem (especially time-independent
case) without such functionals, it is acquired by putting £(#) = 0 on X in our
argument. The generation theorems established by Crandall and Pazy [4],
Evans [8] and Pavel [25] are obtained by taking appropriate functionals p.
For the time-independent case there are the recent works of Pierre [26, 27]
in our direction; and our results extend his generation theorems to the time-
dependent case. Utility of making use of such functionals p will also be il-
lustrated in various applications of our results to concrete partial differential
equations, which we shall treat in [15] and in the forthcoming papers [9] and
[23].
The relations of our results to the other works quoted above will be dis-
cussed in Remarks contained in each section. There are two types of general
hypotheses for the family of operators {At} and both types of assumptions
together extend most of the conditions treated in the works cited above. Here
we treat the generation problem for evolution operators under the first type
of hypotheses for {At}. The second type of assumption will be discussed
in the forthcoming paper of the authors [18].
1. Basic hypotheses
In this section we make basic hypotheses on the family of operators {At:
/e[0, T]} for which equations (DE)S are formulated and then discuss the t-
dependence of At.
Let X be a real Banach space with norm || ||. By an operator A in X we
mean a (possibly multi-valued) operator with domain D(A) and range R(A)
in X; D(A) is the set { i G l : Ax+0} and R(A) is the union U {Ax: x^D{A)}.
In this paper operators in X are identified with their graphs in XχX; hence
we sometimes write (x,y)^A when y^Ax. For x^D(A) we write ||p4#|||
for the value inf {\\y\\: y^Ax}. Following Takahashi [30], we define an ex-
tended real-valued functional \A \ : JSΓ—>[0, oo] by
(1.1) \Ax\= inf {sup \\\Ax
n
\\\: x
n
<=D(A) and x
n
->x) for xEΞD(A)
and \Ax\ = -f-oo for χξ£D(A). We permit ourselves the common abbreviation,
an l.s.c. functional on X, in referring to a lower semicontinuous functional on X.
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The functional \A \ is l.s.c. on X and its effective domain D
a
(A) =
: \Ax\<oo} satisfies D(A)dD
a
(A)czD(A). The set D
a
(A) is closely
related to the notion of generalized domain introduced by Crandall [7]. We shall
use the following fact: Given an x^D
a
(A), there exists a sequence {#/} in D(A)
such that x^x in X and | | | i4*
z
| | |^ \Ax\ +1/1 for / ^ l . The closure of the
operator A means the operator defined by the closure in XxX of the graph
of A and is denoted by A. The restriction of A to a set C is denoted by A/C.
Firstly, in order to specify the class of nonlinear operators with which
we are concerned in this paper, we employ two sorts of tangent functionals of
the unit ball of Xy τ+ and τ_ on XxX defined respectively by
τ+(v, u) = lim λQ\u+tv\\-\\u\\); and
(1.2)
τ_(v, u) = lim —(Ml—\\u—tv\\) for u, υ(= X.
Notice that the values τ±(v, u) are sometimes denoted by T±(M, V), respectively.
Since the norm || || is convex on X, both τ + and τ_ are well-defined on XxX.
Basic properties of these functionals are mentioned in [8], [19] and [20], In
particular, we shall use the following facts in later arguments:
(1°) τ_(v, u) = -τ+(-v, u) for u,
(2°) The duality mapping F of X is the subdifferential of the convex
functional u->—||w||2 on X and we have
τ+(v, u)\\u\\ = sup {<«,/>:/eίT(«)} ,
' ' τ_(β, «)||«|| = inf {<^,/>:/e F(u)} .
where <*>,/> denotes the value off^X* at v.
(3°) The functional (u> v)-*τ+(vy u) is upper semicontinuous on all of
X x X with respect to the strong topology.
We shall also use tangent functionals on J * * χ J * * ; but we denote them
by the same symbols τ+ and τ_ since XxX can be regarded as a closed sub-
space of X** x X**.
Secondly we use an l.s.c. functional (denoted herein p) to classify the class
of initial-data for the system of evolution equations {(DE)S). Let p: X-+
[0, oo] be an l.s.c. functional on X such that the effective domain D(p) inter-
sects D(At) for *<Ξ[0, T\. We define
(1.4) X
Λ
={x<ΞX:p(x)£a} and X
ΛfS=XΛΠD(As)
for α > 0 and S<Ξ[0, Γ], and set X
o
= U {X
Λ
: a>0}. The set X
Λ
 is closed in X
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and monotone increasing a s α f +00; and we have XQ=D(p). We sometimes
write Xco for the whole space X for convenience of notation. It turns out that
we treat the evolution equations in the system (X, | | ||, p), where the norm is
for the convergence of elements of X and the functional specifies the bounded-
ness of elements under consideration.
Thirdly, in order to specify the ^-dependence of At, we introduce two
classes of functions on [0, Γ]χ[0, T], A nonnegative bounded function θ
defined on all of [0, T] X [0, T] is said to belong to the class 3 if it satisfies
the following two conditions:
(i) θ is upper semicontinuous on all of [0, T] X [0, T] and
(ii) θ is symmetric with respect to (s> t)> θ(s, s)=0 for se[0, T], and
lim sup {θ(t, s): \ t—s| ^δ} = 0 .
δψo
Note that if θ
u
 Θ2<=2 then ΘX-{-Θ2ΪΞ3. If θ is continuous on [0, Γ]x[0, Γ],
then 0 e 3 iff θ is symmetric and θ(s, s)=0 for ί<=[0, Γ].
Given a θ<= 3, we define p: [0, Γ]-^[0, p(T)] by
(1.5) p(r) = sup {θ(t, s): s, ίe[0, T] and | t—s\ ^r} for rG[0, T].
The function p is bounded, nonnegative and nondecreasing on [0, T1],
and limρ(r)=0. Hence we may assume that p is right-continuous on [0, T).
rψO
If θ is continuous on [0, T] X [0, Γ], then p is upper semicontinuous on [0, T]
and right-continuous on [0, T). Conversely, if p: [0, T]-+R is any bounded,
nonnegative, nondecreasing and right-continuous function with limp(r)=p(0)
rψO
= 0 , then the function θ defined by θ(t,s)=p(\t—s\) for (f,ί)e[0, Γ]x[0, T]
belong to the class 3 .
A function θ defined on all of [0, T] X [0, T] is said to belong to the class
3Bv, if Θ&3 and the following additional condition holds:
(iii) there exists a constant M>0 such that
(1-6) gίfeU^M
for all partitions Δ = {O=t
o
<t1<"'<tN=T} of [0, Γ].
We now make basic hypotheses on the family of operators {^ 4,} by using
the above terminology. First the following condition is always assumed when-
ever a functional p as mentioned above is considered:
(P) For every β>0 there is an a^β such that X
β
 ΠD{A
s
)dX<A>s for se[0, T\.
Practically, the functional p represents various kinds of stability for the
operators and is suitably chosen so that condition (P) holds. See for instance
[9], [15], [22] and [23]. Condition (P) yields the relation
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(1.7) C
s
 = X
o
 Π Z>(Λ) = U X
β
.s for ί e [0, T].
β>0
Under condition (P) we assume throughout this paper that the domain
of At depends upon ΐ in the following sense:
(T) If /3>0, t
n
\t'm (0, Γ], u
n
^X
βttn and utt->u in X, then u^χΛtt for some
α which is ^ /? and depends only upon β.
Next, using the class 3 and taking a subset C of X, we consider the follow-
ing condition:
(H; C) There exists a number ω^O and a function θ^3 such that
r_(vy u—x)+τ_(—y, u—x)^ω\\u—x\\ + θ(ty s)
holds for s, *e[0, Γ], (w, v j e ^ and (#, y)^Λ
s
 with u>x<Ξ:C.
In this condition ω and ^ may depend upon the choice of C. Since
θ(t, t)=0} condition (H; C) implies that each At is ω-quasi-dissίpative on C in
the sense of Kobayashi [13].
In this paper we specify the subset C that appears in condition (H; C)
by means of an l.s.c. functional p on X and employ conditions (H\ X
a
), α > 0 .
(It turns out that p specifies the class of operators At as well as the ί-depend-
ence of At.)
We have thus introduced three types of conditions (P), (T) and (H\ X
a
).
We are mainly concerned with solutions of evolution equations (DE)S with
initial-data belonging to the sets ^Γβ,
s
(/3>0), and we shall put the following
condition as our basic hypothesis on the family of operators {At} :
HYPOTHESIS (JET). There is an l.s.c. functional p: X->[0, oo] satisfying
(P) and (T); and for every α > 0 , the family {At} satisfies (H;Xa) for some
Remarks on the basic hypothesis (H).
The ί-dependence is usually discussed in connection with initial-data
though we shall treat initial-data belonging to X
β
ΓiD(A
s
) and construct the
associated solutions of (DE)S in some Xa (depending possibly upon the choice
of β). It seems to be too restricted to assume the existence of the function
θ mentioned as in (if; X
a
) since it asserts the uniform /-dependence of At on
the closed set X
ai though this assumption is fairly general. To see this, we
here state the relation of hypothesis (H) to the conditions that were treated in
earlier works quoted in the Introduction.
REMARK 1.1. In many cases (and for all the applications of our results
mentioned as in [9], [15], [16] and [23]) the following stronger condition is
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employed, instead of (H; C).
(Jϊ; C)f There exist ω^O and 0<=3 such that
r_(v— y, u—x)^ω\\u—x\\ + θ(ty s)
for s, t<=[0, T]y (u, v)<=AtIC and (xyy)^As/C. Here AjC denotes the restric-
tion of A to a set C Condition (H; C)' states that At—ω is dissipative on
C for each ίG[0, T]. Hence I—\(At/C) is injective for λ e ( 0 , l/ω) and
(I—X(At/C))~1 is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant (1—ωλ)"1. See
[2] and [7]. Hereafter we say that At is ω-dissipative on C if At—ω is dissipative
on C; if in particular C=Xy we say simply that At is ω-dissipative. Condition
(ϋΓ; X
r t)' implies (ϋΓ; XΛ). But it is not hard to find examples of quasi-dissipa-
tive operators which are not dissipative.
REMARK 1.2. If p(x) = 0 on X (hence X
a
 = X for α>0) and ω = 0 in
(H; X)y then each of At is quasi-dissipative in the sense of Takahashi [30].
Suppose p( ) is defined to be the norm || | | of X. Then (H; X
Λ
) states that
there is a number ω
Λ
^0 and At is ωΛ-quasi-dissiρative on the closed ball XΛ
with center 0 and radius a. This is the same setting as in Chambers-Oharu
[3] and it turns out that our argument treats the evolution governed by more
general operators than dissipative operators. From the viewpoint of the theory
of ordinary differential equations, it is more adequate to assume that the inequality
τ_(v—y, u— x)^ω(\\u — x\\) + θ
a
(t, s) holds for (u, v)<=Aty ( x, y)^As with
uyx^XΛ and some function ω: [0, °°)-^[0, oo) with ω(0)=0. But this condi-
tion is a special case of Hypothesis (H) provided that p( )= | | || on X and
fl)Gί?[0, oo).
REMARK 1.3. As mentioned in Section 0, our hypothesis (H) does not
necessarily extend all of the conditions treated by Crandall-Pazy [4] and Evans
[8]. In order to cover them we need another type of hypothesis. Taking
two subset C and C" of Xy we consider the following condition:
(H*; C, C") There exist ω^O, λ
o
>O and θ<=3. such that At is ω-dissipative
on C for *<Ξ[0, T]\ and if (uyv)<=Aty (xyy)<=Asy uy *<=C, w=u—\v(=C' and
z=x—λyeC for sy *e[0, T], then we have
(1—ωλ)||κ—tfll^Hw—*||+λ0(f, s) for
In this condition ω depends possibly on the choice of C, while λ0 and θ
may depend upon the choice of C" as well as C. It should be noted that
(H*; C, C") does not make sense unless R(I—\AtjC) intersects C" for ίe[0, T]
and λG(0, λ
o
) Condition (H2; C, X) always makes sense and is stronger
than (H2;C, C") provided that R{I—\AtjC) intersects C for ίG [0, T] and
λG(0, λ0). No general relationships between conditions (H; C) and (//*; C, C")
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can be obtained since these conditions are quite involved. Now Conditions
(ϋΓ*; X
ay Xβ) are related to the ^-dependence of At discussed in [4], [5] and
[8]. For the detailed argument, see the forthcoming paper [18].
REMARK 1.4. After we had obtained some of the main results (that are
announced in Kobayashi [14]), we received a preprint of the recent work of
Pavel [25]. His work is closely related to our paper since he discussed the
construction of evolution operators associated with the system {{DE)S} for
ω-quasi-dissipative operators through the same type of discrete approximation
as mentioned in Section 0. The ί-dependence of the operator At with which
he is concerned is that of the form (H; X
a
). More precisely, if p is the norm
of X, ω a nonnegative constant, and if θ
Λ
{ty s) = \\a(t)—a(s)\\L(a) for a>0 and
some a( )^L\0, T; X), then the family {At} is a( )-ω-quasi-dissiρative in
the sense of Definition 2.1 of [25] iff {At} satisfies condition (H\ Xa) for the
py ω, θΛy and α > 0 . Therefore, his convergence argument for the discrete
approximation may be treated within the framework of our discussion through
an suitable approximation for the Bochner integrable function α( ). In fact,
it is possible to extend our results below to more general ones so that the above
cases can be directly treated, though we do not go into such generalizations
in this paper because of considerable complexity.
2. Generalized solutions
In this section we introduce two notions of generalized solutions to the
IVP for (DE)S and discuss basic properties of the generalized solutions as well
as the relationships between them. As the main result of this section, a unique-
ness theorem for the weak solution is established.
Throughout this section we put Hypothesis (H). Since the parameter
s in equation (DE)S plays no essential role in this section, we restrict ourselves
to the single equation (DE)Q (hereafter denoted (DE)) with initial-condition
(IC)Q (likewise, denoted (/C)).
We use five spaces of vector-valued functions: Given a bounded half-open
interval J=[a, b)> B(J X) denotes the space of X-valued, uniformly bounded
functions on J endowed with the systems of countable seminorms defined by
IIMII, = sup {||«(ί)||: a^t^b-ljn}, n>[b-a];
and C(J; X) denotes the subspace of H(J; X) equipped with the same seminorm
system. While, given a compact interval K— [α, b], B(K; X) denotes the Banach
space of X-valued, uniformly bounded functions on J endowed with the usual
supremum norm; C(K; X) denotes the closed subspace of B(K\ X) consisting
of strongly continuous functions; and L\K; X) denotes the usual Lebesgue
space of X-valued, Bochner integrable functions on K endowed with the norm
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2.1. Weak solutions.
We begin by introducing a notion of approximate solution to equation
(DE). Let £>0. An X-valued function, say u
Έ
, in C([0, T\; X) is called an
S-approximate solution to (DE) if there exists a partition Δ 8 = {O = to<t1<--
<tN^tN+1=T} of [0, T] and an X-valued step function Λ = Σir-i/ϊ^(ίik_lfίik3
in L\09 T; X) satisfying two conditions below:
and \\f
ζ
\\LHo,τ;
(a2) For each kEΞ {1, 2, •-, iV}, us(tk)(=D(Atk) and
The system of equations (*) displayed above is regarded as an approximate
scheme for (DE) and /g is understood to mean an error function. Accordingly,
if there exists a sequence {w
ε
j of £
n
-apρroximate solutions and a function u
in C([0, Γ); X) such that u
ΐn
 converges in C([0, T); X) to z* as n->ooy it is ex-
pected that u is a solution of (DE) (perhaps in a generalized sense). We then
give a notion of weak solution through the ^-approximate solutions.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let α > 0 . An X-valued function u in C([0, T]\ X)
is said to be a weak solution of (DE) constrained in X
m
 if there exists a sequence
{u
n
} of ^-approximate solutions satisfying:
(w,) For every //^l, let Δ
w
= { 0 -
O, T; X) be respectively the partition of [0, T] and the error function
associated with the ^-approximate solution u
n
. Let hnk=t
n
k—tl-\ for \^k^Nn,
Then for every k e {1, 2, - , JV
β
}, z/
n
(«) e D ( ^ ) Π X« and ( ^ ) " 1 K ( « ) -
(zu2) lim £Λ = 0, lim | Δ J = 0, and lim
(^ 3) u
n
 converges in C([0, T); X) to u as w-»oo.
(Therefore, the range of w is contained in the closed set X^).
Interpretations of the above definition from the point of view of the differ-
ence approximation for (DE) as well as that of the strong solution to (DE) are
in order.
Given /3>0 and x^χ
βt0=XβΓiD(A0), suppose that there exists a number
a^β and a system ({Δ
w
}, {(w£, Vk)}, {/*}) of a number and sequences with
the properties (i), (ii) as mentioned in Section 0 and
(iii) {(uk, Vk)} is a sequence of elements in X
Λ
 X X.
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In what follows, we denote such scheme by ((DS)) which, in Section 0,
we called a consistent discrete scheme for (DE). We then define step functions
u
n
: [0, T]->X(n^l) by the equations un(0)=uttQ and
u\t) = ΣfΛ *iX<tf_liip(0 for
The sequence {un} of step functions may also be regarded as a sequence of
approximate solutions to (DE). Hence, if there is an X-valued function u
in C([0, Γ], X) and the convergence
(2.1) u(t)=ljmun(t)
holds in B([0> T)> X), it is also expected that u is a solution (in a generalized
sense) of (DE). Following Kobayashi [13], the limit function u may be called
a DS-limit solution with initial-value x of (DE) constrained in X
a
. Now the
relation of the DS-limit solution of (DE) to the weak solution can be stated
as follows.
Proposition 2.1. A function u in C([0, T\\ X) with u(0)=x^X
a
 is a weak
solution of (DE) constrained in X
a
 iff it is a DS-limit solution with initial-value
x of (DE) constrained in X
Λ
.
Proof. First suppose that (2.1) holds for u and a consistent discrete scheme
({Δj, {(ul, vl)}, {fl}) with the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) as mentioned above.
Then a sequence {u
n
} of piecewise linear functions in C([0, T] X) can be con-
structed by connecting the points ul(0^k^N
n
) with line sequents successive-
ly. The sequence {u
n
} gives a sequence of | Δ J-approximate solutions with
properties (w1)—(w3) as mentioned in Definition 2.1 and the strong continuity
on [0, T] of u (which follows from (2.1) and will be shown in Theorem 2.4
below) implies that u
n
->u in C([0, T); X). Conversely, let u be a weak solution
of (DE) constrained in X
Λ
 and {u
n
} a sequence of £
n
-approximate solutions
satisfying (w
x
)~(wz). If we define ul=un(tl)Jnk=fn(tl) and vl^(hiγι[unk-ul^]-
fl for n^l and l^k^N
ny then the system ({ΔM}, {(*/?, vnk)}, {fl}) forms a
consistent descrete scheme for (DE)S in Xa. Moreover, (2.1) holds for u since
XT];X). q.e.d.
Moreover, the class of all weak solutions is a family in C([0, T\\ X) such
that no strong solutions of (DE) can exist outside the family, as'mentioned
below.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that there is a function u: [0, T\-*-X such that
u([0, TJjcXafor some α > 0 , and that u is Lίpschitz continuous on [0, Γ], strongly
differentiahle at a.e. fe[0, Γ], and satisfies (DE) for a.e. I G [ 0 , T]. Then, there
is a system ({Δ«}, {(unky vl)}, {fl}) satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii); and the convergence
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(2Λ) holds in B([OyT]; X).
Proof. We mimic the proof of Kenmochi-Oharu [12], Theorem 4.12.
Let v(t)=u'(t) and let N be a Lebesgue null set such that v(t)<=Atu(t) for t
te[0, T] — N. Let {8
m
} be any null sequence in (0, T) and set w
m
(t) =
8^[u(ΐ)-u(t-8
m
)] if t(Ξ[δ
m
, T] and w
m
(t)=0 if *<EΞ[O, δ
m
). Since w
m
(t)-+v(t)
for t^[0yT] — N> Egoroίf's theorem yields that for each n^ί there is a
closed subset E
n
 of (0, T) such that μ([0y T]-En)<l/n, EnΓ)N=0y and
sup {11^(0—^(011: t^E
n
}->0 as /w->oo, where μ denotes the Lebesgue measure
restricted on [0, T]. Fix any w^l and let m be such that
(2.2) 0<8
m
<ί/n and | |w
w
( ί)-^) | |^ l/w for *<=£„.
Now set Uo = u(O) and *o = O. We shall construct finite sequences {^ Z}f-i,
{β}f«i and {(w?, ^?)}f=i with the properties as mentioned in (2.3) below. In
what follows, we eliminate for simplicity in notation the suffix n from the
symbols vy Ny t> uy υ and E since it will cause no confusion:
tk tk.ι+SM+pk^E9 vk^0, Σ J L u ^ l / i i , uk<=X,
(uv)£ΞA and \\uk-(8m+pk)vk-uk.1\\^8mln+2Lvk,
where ί^k^Nf lim tN=T and L denotes the smallest Lipschitz constant for
the solution w. First define z ^ d i s t ^ , £"—[0, 8
m
)). Since E— [0, δ
w
) is closed,
we infer that ^ = ^ + 8 ^ + 1 ; ! G £ and (δ
m
, δ
m
+ ^ ) Π ^ = 0 . We then set u1=u(t1)
and 1^ = ^ (^1). By (2.2) and the Lipschitz continuity of u( ) we have
lk-(δ«+*>i-^II^IW
8
m
\n+2Lv
v
 Moreover, it is clear that u^X* and (MX, U ^ G ^ . This com-
pletes the first stage of our construction. Next, suppose that the Λ-th step
of the construction has been completed: hence we have finite sequences vt=
distft^ + δ,, ^ - [ 0 , ^ + δ J ) , ί/ = ί/-1 + δ i l + ^ , κ/ = tt(ί/), and v/=«;(i/),
7=1,2, •••,*, with the property that ^etf, (t
ι
-1 + δmtι)ΓlE=Q, u^X^
(uhυ,)eAtt and |k-(δW I+^K-W/-ill^δm/w+2Li; / We perform the (t+ί)th
step in the following way: If (tk+8m, T]Γ\E = 0, we set k = N and finish
our construction since T—tk<\jn. If (tk + 8my T] n # Φ 0, then set ^+i =
dist (tk + 8m E~ [0, tk + δm)) and define tk+1 = tk+8m + vk+ly uk+ι = u(tk+1) and
?;A+1=<y(^+1). Then tk+1^E by the closedness of £—[0, ^ + δ w ) , so that uk+ι^Xay
(uk+ly vk+1)<aAtk+1 and we have \\uk+ι—(8m+vk+1)vk+1—uk\\^\\u(tk+1)—8mv(tk+1)—
u(tk + pk+ι)\\ + ^ + 1 | | ^ ( ^ + 1 ) | | + \\u(tk + vk+ι) -u(tk)\\ ^ 8Jn + 2Lvk+ι. Moreover,
(**+δ
w
, tk+1)Γ[E=0y uk^XΛ and (uk+ly vk+1)^Atk+l by the same reason as above.
Repeating this argument, we obtain finite sequences {vk}, {tk} and {(uky vk)}
satisfying (2.3).
Now let hk = 8m + pk and fi={hkγι[uk-uk^]-vk for l^k^N. Then
hk=tk-tk.x and hk\\fk\\ = \\uk-hkvk~uk.1\\^δntln + 2Lvk for l^k^Ny so that if
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we define A={O=tQ<t1< — <tN^tN+ι=T} then |Δ|=max {Sm+vk:
^2/Λ, Σίtihk\\fk\\^TIn+2LΣLivk^(T+2L)ln and T-tN<l/n. Denoting
N, Δ, vky tky uk and vk constructed in the above manner, respectively, by Nny
A
n
, v
n
ky t
n
ky u
n
k and v
n
ky we obtain the desired system ({Δn}, {(ftf, *>*)}, {/*}).
q.e.d.
The function u mentioned as in Proposition 2.2 is called a strong solution
of (DE). In view of Lemma 1.1 of Kato [11], such a solution is unique if each
At is ωΛ-dissipative on Xa for some ωΛ2^0. Moreover the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.2 shows that a strong solution itself is an ^-approximate solution for
every £ > 0 and a fortiori a weak solution.
2.2 Integral solutions.
The notion of weak solution to (DE) is defined under the assumption that
a sequence of ^-approximate solutions or else a consistent discrete scheme
((DS)) for (DE) exists. Here we introduce another notion of generalized solu-
tion.
Suppose for the moment that a function u: [0, T]->X
a
 is a strong solution
of (DE). Let 7^a. Since u(t)<=Xy for ίe [0 , T] and u'(t)<EΞAtu(t) for a.e.
ί G [0, T]y the application of Lemma 1.1 of Kato [11] and condition (H; XΊ)
yields (dldt)\\u(t)-x\\ = τ_(iι'(f), n ( f ) - * ) ^ τ+(y, «(*)-*) + ω|K*)-*| |+0(f, r)
for a.e. ty where r^[0, T]y (xyy)^AΊy x^Xy; and ω, θ are specified by condi-
tion (H\ Xy). Notice that the right side of the above inequality is bounded
and summable over [0, T], Integrating both sides over any subinterval [ty t']
of [0, T] yields
(2.4) | K O - * I H K 0 - * H ^ £ M y , u(ξ)-x)+ω\\u(ξ)-x\\+θ(ξy r)]dξ .
The above observation was motivated by Bέnilan's idea. Although (2.4)
does not seem to give a generalized form of equation (DE)y the integral in-
equality (2.4) plays an important role in the discussion of generalized solutions
to (DE). Let M 6 C ( [ 0 , T\; X
Λ
) and suppose that w ( ί ) e χ
Λ ί
 for *e[0, T] and
(2.4) (with 7=a) holds for O ^ ^ ί ' ^ Γ , r<Ξ[0, T] and (#,3/)eΛ with ^ G l
Λ
,
If u is weakly right-differentiable at t
o
^(Oy T) and ^4ίo—ω is maximal dis-
sipative on X#ttQy then u(to)^D(Ato) and (w — d+ldt)u(to)^iAtou(to)y where
(w—d+ldt)u(t0) denotes the weak right-derivative of u at t0. In fact, given
(#,y)^AJX
a
 and Ae(0, Γ~ί0), we have
[r+(yy U(ξ)-x)+ω\\(ξ)-x\\ + θ(ξy to)]dξ .
Letting h I 0 and applying the relation r_(v—wy u)^τ+(v, u)~τ+(wy u)y we get
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τ_((w—d+ldt)u(t0)—y, u(to)—x) <^ω\\u(t0)— x\\. The maximal dissipativity of
Ato—ω on ΐ Λ j / o then implies that (u(t0), (w — d+jdt)u(to))^Ato. In particular,
we have:
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that At—ω is maximal dίssίpative on χΛtt for
/e[0, T\. Let u: [0, T]->X
a
 be specified as above. If u is weakly differentiate
a.e. on [0, T]> then u satisfies the equation
(w-djdt)u(t)^Atu(t) for a.e. *£Ξθ, T).
Now the above observations lead us to the:
DEFINITION 2.2. Let a>0 and se[0, T). An X-valued, strongly con-
tinuous function u on [s> T] is said to be an integral solution of (DE)S constrained
in {X*,t: t<^[s, T]} if u(t)^χΛtt for ίG[ί, T] and there exist ω^O and
for which the integral inequality (2.4) holds for rG[0, Γ], (x,y)^A
r
 with
and 0<^t^t'^T. (Note that the function τ+(y9 u( )—x) is bounded and upper
simicontinuous on [0, T].)
Hereafter we denote by cί
rt[0, T] the class of all integral solutions of (DE)
constrained in {χ
r t ί } . When we are concerned with equation (DE)S (s^(0, Γ)),
the class of all integral solutions of (DE)S constrained in {χ Λ ί : s^t^T} is
denoted by J
Λ
[s, T].
The class of Benilan's integral solutions introduced in [1] does not neces-
sarily specify a proper class of solutions (since the class is in general too large
to be a reasonable class of generalized solutions), but rather specify a class of
X-valued functions which contains the generalized solutions in a very natural
way. Now the class cί
Λ
[0, T] is closed under the uniform convergence, and
JJL0) T] may also be too large to be a class of generalized solutions to (DE).
However, Definition 2.2 is a straightforward extension of Benilan's integral
solution to our time-dependent case and we have the following result which
states that a weak solution of (DE) satisfying a given initial condition (IC) is
uniquely determined in the classes Jy[0> T].
Theorem 2.4. Let β>0 and x<=X
βfQ=Xβf)D(A0). Suppose that a
consistent discrete scheme ((DS)) for (DE) and (IC) exists in some X
a
 (α^/3), and
that the convergence (2.1) holds in B([0> Γ), X). Then, the limit function u of
(2.1) gives an integral solution of (DE) constrained in {Xytt} for some J^a. More-
over, for every 7 ' ^ 7 the limit function u is the only element of Jy[0y T] satisfying
u(0)=x.
Proof. We first use Lemma 3.4 (mentioned later) to show that the limit
function u of (2.1) can be extended to a strongly continuous function on [0, T].
Let ({A
m
}y{(u7yVj)}y {fj}) be the consistent discrete scheme ((DS)) for (DE)
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in X
Λ
. Let 5 = 0, (X,y)eA0, X^Xβ, ij=tf, άj=uf, hη=hf, km=Δm and
x=x in (3.9). Then the application of Lemma 3.4 yields the estimate
Π (ί-ωhl) II (l-ωK)\\u"(fk)-um(t7)\\
p=l 9=1
t?-v)2+1ΔMI«+1Δ. I
where ω, 0 are specified by condition (H; X
a
), p is defined for the θ by (1.5),
0 ^ | 9 7 | < S ^ Γ , 0 < £ < S - h l and m a x { | Δ
β
| | Δ , | } < δ - h | - ε . Now let
/,ί'e[0, T\yη=t'-t, \η\<Ty 0<6<β+max{|Δ a ι | , \An\}<T-\v\, and let
δ= 1^1-f^+max {|Δ
m
|, |Δ
Λ
|} + l/w. Then η> S, and δ satisfy the conditions
just mentioned above. Hence, letting m> tt-*^, tnk->t'y tj->t in the above
estimate, and then, letting S \ 0 in the resultant inequality, we infer with the
aid of (2.1) that
(2.5)
«g2||*-*||+ If-f' I (imi+p(T))+ip( I t-t' I +0) .
Since ρ(r) I 0 as r j 0 and ^ can be chosen so that | |#--#|| is arbitrarily small,
(2.5) implies that u is strongly uniformly continuous on [0, T). Therefore,
u is extended uniquely to a function in £([0, T] X) (we denote this by the
same symbol u).
We next show that the extended function u is an integral solution of (DE)
constrained in {Xt>t} for some 7^α. Let /e(0, T], In view of (2.1) one
finds a sequence {*?(«)} such that tϊiH) f t and wκ(ί?(M))->w(/) as n-» oo (we take
a suitable subsequence {w; } of {n} if necessary). Hence by condition (T)
there is a number J^a such that M ^ E ^ n ΰ ^ ^ C Ϊ ^ , , note that 7 is in-
dependent of t. This means that u is a weak solution constrained in {Xy,t}
We then demonstrate that u enjoys the integral inequality (2.4). Let Jr ^ 7 ,
re[0, Γ], (Λ?,^)e^l
r
, tfίΞXy, and let 0 ^ ί < ί ' ^ Γ . Suppose that condition
(H; Xψ) is satisfied for some constant ω'^0 and some function 3 ' G 3 . Since
(unk—x)—(uZ-ι—x)=hnk(vnk+fttk), we have
for l^k^N
n
. Let 0^j^i^N
n
. Since
for l^k^N
n
, we obtain the estimate
f
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Letting #-»*' and fj->t as rc-»oo, the left side goes to \\u(tf)—x\\ — \\u(t)—x\\
and the sum of the terms containing ||/ϊ|Γs tends to 0. On the other hand,
the sum of the first three terms on the right side is written as
f, r)]dξ,
where un is the step function defined before (2.1) and, likewise, θn denotes the
step function defined by θn(ξ,r) = θ'(tnkyr) for f e («_!,#] and l^k^Nn.
Since the integrands of the above integrals (n^l) are uniformly bounded,
the desired integral inequality (2.4) (with ω and θ replaced respectively by
ω and θr) is obtained by using in the above estimate the upper semicontinuity
of the functional τ+( , •), the upper semicontinuiίy of 0'( , r) and then applying
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
Finally, we mimic the proof of Benilan's uniqueness theorem to show that
for every y'^y the function u is the only element of Jy[0y T] satisfying u(0)=x.
Let u be any element of J
γ
/[0, T] and let 0<Ls<^s'<:T. Then, substituting
u, s', s, and (unk, vt) respectively into w, t\ t, and (x,y) on the inequality (2.4),
one has
, tί)]dξ ,
where both ω^O and θ(=3 depend only on u. Since hnkτ+(vnky u(ξ) — unk) ^
||w(f)—Uk-i\\ — \\ύ(ξ)—«ϊ||+Aϊ||/ϊ||, we see in the same way as in the preceding
paragraph that the inequality
^{\\U(s')-u\V)\\-\\a{s)-Un{V)\\)dyί
holds for 0^j^i^N
n
 and n^l, where θn (n^l) are functions defined by
θ\ξ, η)=θ(ξ, tl) for ,£(/?.!,/}] and \^k^N
n
. Letting ίj->ί' and f}-+t as
/z-^ oo, we have
t JS
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We now apply proposition B of [17] (Proposition 2.5 below). Putting
[ayb]=[0, Γ], φ(t\ t)=\\u(t')-u(t)\\y c=ω, d=ί and ψ(t', t)=9(t\ t) in Proposi-
tion 2.5 below, we have
(2.7) e-^\\u(tf)-u(tf)\\^e-St\\u(t)-u{t)\\ for O^t^t'^T,
which means that u is the only integral solution constrained in {X^t} and satis-
fying u(0)=x. q.e.d.
REMARK 2.1. In the above theorem we assumed that the convergence (2.1)
held. However, as will be seen in Section 3, (2.1) is always valid for every
consistent discrete scheme ((DS)) for (DE). Accordingly Theorem 2.4 states
that the limit function u of (2.1) is uniquely determined in the class cίγ[0, T]
(Ύ^cc) and does not depend upon the choice of discrete scheme ((DS)) as far
as the consistency condition (C) holds for the scheme.
Finally, we mention the full statement of Proposition B quoted in the
proof of Theorem 2.4 since it is also used in the proof of Theorem 2.7 below.
Proposition 2.5. Let a<b and let φ, ψ be nonnegative functions defined
on all of [a> b] X [a> b] satisfying the following conditions:
(1°) φ is continuous over [a, b] X [a> 6],
(2°) ψ is upper semicontinuous on [a, b] X [α, b],
(3) there exist constants c, d ^ 0 such that for a^Ls<t^b
(2.8) Γ [φ(f, t)-φ(ξ, s)]dξ+ Γ [φ(r,
 η
)-φ{
σ
,
 v
)]d
v
Jσ Js
^
c
 \' Γ φ(ξ,
 v
)dξd
η
+d \'
Js Jσ Js J
Then we have
e~
ct
φ (t, t)-e-csφ(s, s)^de~cs Γ ψ(ξy ξ)dξ for s^
Js
If in particular ψ(s, s)=0for ίG[α, 6], then
e~
ct
Φ(t9 t) ^  e~csφ(s, s) for
2.3. Lipschitz continuity of weak solutions.
In the preceding section we have shown that a weak solution with a given
initial-value of (DE) constrained in some X
Λ
 is unique in any class c5
γ
[0, T]
(Ύz^oc). Here some other aspects of the integral solution are given and the
Lipschitz continuity of weak solutions is discussed through Proposition 2.5.
In what follows, we assume that τ + and τ_ denote the tangent functionals
of the unit ball of X** and the restriction of At to XΛ is denoted by AtΛ. For
α > 0 and £G[0, T] we introduce two operators AtΛ and <JLttΛ.
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let α > 0 . We say that (u, v)<=Άtt<Λ if (w, v
and
τ_>, u—x)+τ_(—y,
 u
—x)£ωJ\u—x\\ + ΘJt, s)
for se[0, T] and (x, j>)e^l
s Λ
, where ω
Λ
^0 and 0
Λ
e3" are furnished by condi-
tion (H;X
Λ
). We say that (z,w)<^Jltt<Λ if (zyw)<^AttΛ and for s<=[0, Γ] and
(u, v)^A
sot, we have
It is easily seen that Άt<A<Z.Jlκ<A<Z.Att<A for ί^[0, Γ] and the family {Jlu<Λ\
ίe[0, T1]} also satisfies condition (H; X
Λ
) for the same ω
a
 and θ
a
 as in (i/; X
Λ
)
that is imposed for the original family {At Λ}. Using the above operators, one
can introduce another notion of integral solution in a slightly stronger sense:
Let a>0. An X-valued function u in C([0, T];X) is said to belong to the
class c5
Λ
, if u^J
Λ
 and there exists an ω^Oand 5 G 3 such that for rG[0, Γ],
(x,3;)e^4
r
,α» and O^lt^t'^T, one has
(2.4)* |K^)-^II2
As is seen from the proof of Theorem 2.4, a weak solution u obtained by
(2.1) satisfies (2.4)* with α replaced by some Ύ and belongs to the class Jy.
Since τ + agrees on XxX with the tangent functional of the unit ball of X,
condition (2.4)* is stronger than (2.4). We then give a result analogous to
Bέnilan [1], Theoreme 1.2 on Page 1.7. To this end, we use the space
AC=AC([0, T];X) of all X-valued, strongly absolutely continuous functions
on [0, T] and, for every u^AC, we introduce a (possibly multi-valued) function
D+u from [0, T] into X** in the following way: Given u^AC there is a
Lebesgue null set iV in [0, T] such that
limsup \h\-1\\u(t+h)—u(t)\\<oo for *(Ξ[0, T]—N.
Hence for each t(=(0, T)—N, the set
(2.9) D+u(t) = Π ω^*****^ {h
is nonempty, where lcδσ^x**'x*^[W] means the weak* convex closure in X** of
a set W. The set D+u(t) may be regarded as a weak* right-derivative of u
at ί in a generalized sense.
Proposition 2.6. Let u(Ξj
a
. If u(ΞAC([0, T];X), then it satisfies the
relation D+u{t)a^Λit<Au(t) (a generalized form of equation (DE)) for a.e. t^[0, T].
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Proof. Let «G<5
Λ
 and assume that u&AC. Since S^dS^ u(t) lies in
X*,, for /e[0, T\ and there is a constant ω^O and a function 0 e 2 for which
we have (in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.3)
(
S t+
(2.10)
t+h
y, u(ξ)-x)+ω\\u{ξ)-x\\+θ(ξ, r)]dξ
for r<Ξ[0, 7], *<Ξ[0, T), {xyy)^AftΛ and A>0 with t+h^T. Now let ΛΓ be
the null set as mentioned before (2.9), /e[0, T)—N, and let v(t)(=D+u(t).
Then the application of the upper semicontinuity of τ+ as well as that of θ( , r)
to the estimate (2.10) yields
τ_{v(t)y u(t)-x)+τ_(-y, u(t)-x)^ω\\u(t)-x\\ + θ(ty r)
for (xyy)<=Ar<Λ. This means that (w(ί), v{t))^AtfΛ. Next, in view of (2.4)*,
we see that (2.10) holds with (x,y)^A
r<Λ replaced by (xyy)^Ar Λ. So, we get
τ.(ϋ(ί), u{t)-x)+τ_(-yy ι ι( ί)-Λp)^ω| | ι ι( ί)-*l l+^ r)
for r G [ 0 , Γ ] and (ΛJ, j )eJ
r Λ
. From this it follows that (u(t)9v(t))eJltt1Λ.
Thus D+u(t)aJlttau(t). q.e.d.
We now discuss the Lipschitz continuity of weak solutions.
Theorem 2.7. Let u be a weak solution of (DE) with (IC) as mentioned
in Theorem 2.4, 7 a number for which u belongs to Jy[0y T]9 and let ω^O, fle3
be furnished by condition (JBΓ Xy). If θ^3Bv and \\u(h)—x\\=ΰ(h) as h \ 0,
then u is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T].
Proof. Let Ae(0, Tβ) and set tk = kh for 0^fe^iV=[(21-A)/A]. By
Theorem 2.4, the restriction of w on [A, T] is an integral solution of (DE)h con-
strained in {Xitt:t(Ξ[h, T]}. Set β(f) = n(f + A) for fe[0, Γ-A] . Then
w satisfies
for O^t<t'^T-h, (xyy)£ΞAr, J C G I 7 and r G [ 0 , Γ ] . Hence we see in the
same way as in the derivation of (2.7) that the integral inequality (2.8) holds
with [ayb] = [0yT-h], φ{ξ,v)=\\u(ξ)-u(ή)\\y ψ{ξ,v) = θ(ξ+h>v)y c = ω and
with d=l for O^t^t'^T—h and O ^ T ^ T ' ^ Γ — h. Therefore the application
of Proposition 2.5 yields that for every k with 1 ^ k^N we have
(2.11) exp (-ωtk)\\u(tk+1)-u(tk)\\-txp (-ω^-OIW^-^-OH
<: exp (-ω*4-0 Γ *(*,+£; ί C
Jo
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Now let M(^0) be a constant associated through (1.6) with I 9 G 3 B F . Then
we have Σ M ( W > ' / - i + O ^ ^ f o r a e ?€=[(), Λ] and so Σ5-i (* 0(*y+?;
Jo
tj^+ζ)dζ^Mh. Suppose that \\u(h)—x\\^Lh for A sufficiently small and
some constant L (>0). Then (2.11) implies
\\u{tk+1 )-u{tk)\\
for l<^k^N. Since A>0 is arbitrary and wGC([0, Γ ] ; ^ ) , the above estimate
yields that u is Lipschitz continuous over [0, T] with Lipschitz constant
e
ωT(L+M). q.e.d.
We shall show in the next section (Remark 3.3) that \\u(h)—x\\=0(h) as
h \ 0 if JcGΰ f l(JO j Λ) in the above theorem. It turns out that we can obtain
a natural sufficient condition for a weak solution to be Lipschitz continuous
on [0, T].
3. Discrete approximation
In this section we assume that there exists an l.s.c. functional p: X—>[0, oo]
satisfying (P) and (T) and, under the hypothesis (//), we give basic estimates
for the consistent discrete schemes for (DE)S as mentioned in Section 2.1 and
establish the convergence (2.1).
In what follows, we restrict ourselves to a fixed set X
Λ
 and assume that
the family of operators {At} satisfies condition (JET; Xa). Hence, for brevity
in notation, the symbols ω, θ and p are used to denote respectively the constant
ω
Λ
2^0 and the functions θ
a
 and ρ
Λ
 that are furnished by condition (H; X
ω
).
Likewise, the restriction Ata of the operator At to XΛ is denoted simply by
the same symbol At. Let β e ( 0 , a], s, £^[0, Γ), x^Xβsy Jt^Xβ^Ssy and suppose
that there exist two discrete schemes ((DS))S == ({Δn}, {{unky υi)}, {/*}) and
((DS)y
s
 = ({λ
m
}y {{u™, ύy)}9 {f?}) in XΛ which are consistent respectively with
(DE)S and (DEys. Namely,
(i) A
n
 - {s = tn0<tΐ<-~<tnNtt^t"Ntt+1 = T}
Δ « = {i=tϊ<tT<-<t%
m
£tS
m
+i = T}
(ii) the sequences {*/?}, {vfi, {/ϊ},"W}, {ύj) and {f?} in X satisfy
the difference equations
((DE))
n
 (AJΠttί-iί-i] - vl+fl hi
 Γ
 β~β-i , K ,
({DE))
m
 (h7)Λ^j-^-i]=^+ίτΛ?=i7-ir-ιΛ^7
for w, 77^1 as well as the consistency conditions
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JTn
(2.1) limttS-tf, l i m l Δ j - 0 , limΣAίll/ϊll = 0,
tt-yoo n+oo «->.<» k=l
A M m Λ
(2.1) lim$f = #, l i m | Δ j = 0 , HmΣ AyΊI/?Ί| = 0; and
(iii) both {(wjfe, Vk)} and {($*, $™)} a r e sequences of elements in X
a
χX.
We now wish to estimate the difference between ul and ύj. Firstly, the
following facts are obtained in the same way as in Kobayashi [16], Lemma 1.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let t, ?<Ξ[0, Γ], (u,v)<=At and {%>$)<=Aτ. The following
are equivalent:
(3.1) τ_(v, u-Z)+τ_(-y, u-X)£ω\\u-X\\+θ(t, ?);
(λ, μ>0);
Moreover, (3.3) implies that
(3.4) ( l -λ
ω
) | |Λ- ι ι | | ^ | | t f - jC-.χ l ; | |+χ | | j f | |+χβ( ί , t), (X>0).
Secondly, we prepare two technical lemmas which will be used later.
Lemma 3.2. Let ?<Ξ[0, T] and (%yy)tΞAτ. Let λ > 0 , w&X, and set
z=%—χ(y+w). Then, for 1 ^ k^N
n9 we have
Proof. Let ί^k^N
n
. Since r^lMI—1|«—ίo||)^τ_(«, ©) for ί>0, we get
From this we have the assertion. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.3. Let ?<= [0, Γ] αw</ (Λ, 5>)e^4r. ΓAβi we have
Π ( l ^ ) | | | | | | | | + ( ) | | Ί H έ
P=l P=l
for ί^k^N
n
 and n with \ A
n
\ <l/ω.
Proof. Since {^ ί,} satisfies (H; X
a
)y (3.4) of Lemma 3.1 yields
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(1—Λj?o>)||w2—^il^H^—^—Λ^2!
tt9 ϊ)] for ί^k^Nn .
In view of this, we obtain the desired estimate by induction. q.e.d.
Thirdly, let ί^k^N
n
 and l^j^ftM. Setting X=ύ?9 j ^ = ^ , \=h? and
w=f? m Lemma 3.2, we have the following estimate which plays a central
role in the argument below:
(3.5) (
Here it is convenient to employ the following notation:
akJ = \\ύS-U7\\, vh=\\f%\\, ^ = 11/711,
P{\tι-i?\)),
, βkJ = Kil{hi+h7), ΎkJ = hU7/(
where the suffices m and n are eliminated since it will cause no confusion.
Hence (3.5) can be rewritten as
(3.6) ak
Fourthly, for l^k^N
n
, l^j^fi
m
 and
 ? e β , set
CtM = K«-ί7-*)M-1Δ. I (β-*)+ ILI (t7-i)]m •
Then we see in a way similar to Kobayashi [16], p. 649, that the inequality
(3.7)
holds for l£k^N
n
 and l^j^ti
m
.
Finally, noting that p is monotone nondecreasing over [0, Γ], we infer
that if 0 < / e < δ ^ Γ and r '^[0, δ—/c), the function p satisfies the inequality
(3.8) p(r)^«-V(70|r-r'|+p(δ) f o r ^ [ ° > Γ ]
Using the estimates (3.6) through (3.8), we obtain the following result.
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 ^ | η \ <S^ T, 0 < * < δ — | η \, and let, tn, n be such that
Δ J , | Δ
n
| < m i n {δ— \η\ — /c, l/2ω}. Then for every rG[0, T] and every
n
 we have
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(3.9) Π(l—ωhnq)ΐ[i
P = l <7 = 1
for 0^k^N
a
 and 0^j^ft
m
, where Π (l-βAJ)=l and Π (1-«AΓ)=1
^ = 1 9=1
Proof. First the application of Lemma 3.3 with t=r yields
Π
so (3.9) holds for 0^k^N
n
 and j=0. Next, Lemma 3.3 is still valid even if
uly t", hi and Si are replaced by ώj1, fj1, ^7 a n d £™> respectively. This means that
(3.9) holds for k = 0 and 0^j^fiM. Now let l^&^ΛΓ n, l ^ j ^ i v ^ , and
suppose that (3.9) holds for the pairs (&—1, /) and (k, j—l) We want to show
that (3.9) holds for the pair (k,j) under this assumption. Once this is done,
then it is concluded by induction that (3.9) holds for all pairs (kyj) with
and 0^j^N
m
. Using (3.6), one has
where ωkJ = Π (l-ΛJω) Π (l~A7ω).
ρ=ι
Since 1—Ύkjω^ max {1— /&>, 1— A7ω> ωA,>}> the above estimate yields
Hence by the induction hypothesis ωkJαkJ is majorized by
lKp Σ
where ck j = ckJ(s—έ) and c'kj = ckj{η). Therefore, the proof is complete
if the sum of the above-mentioned terms is majorized by the right side of (3.9).
Applying (3.7) with η=s—s to the third term, we infer that the third term is
not greater than ckJ(s—$)[\\y\\+p(T)]. Next, set r = \tnk-ij\ and r'=\η—h?\
in (3.8). Then one has
since r ' ^ 1571 + | A
m
 | <δ—« and | r - r ' | ^ | tl—if^—η \ ^ ckj-fa). Hence, the
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sum of the sixth through eighth terms is not greater than
But this is bounded by (l?—&)[κ-ιp(T)ckj(η)+p(δ)] [by (3.7)]. Thus, it is
concluded that (3.9) holds for the pair (k,j). q.e.d.
We are now in a position to establish the convergence (2.1).
Theorem 3.5. Let ίG[0, T) and x^X
βs
. Assume that {At} satisfies
condition (H; X*), and that a consistent discrete scheme ((DS))S for (DE)S exists
in X
a
. Then the convergence (2.1) holds in B([s, T);X) and the limit function
u gives a unique integral solution of (DE)S constrained in {Xyt: s^t^T} for
some
Proof. Let s=§ and suppose that ((DS))7 is the same scheme as ((DS))S
in Lemma 3.4. Let 97=0 in (3.9). Then, noting that
exp [-ω(β-ί)/( l-ω|Δ. | ) ]exp [-ω(*?-s)/(l-ω|Δj)]^ω*, ;
for 0^j^N
m
 and 0£k£N
m
 (3.9) is written as
(3.10) exp [-^S-*)/(l-ω|Δj)] exp [-ω(t7-s)l(ί-ω\A
m
\)]\\un(tnk)-um(tT
where 0 < / c < δ ^ Γ , m a x { | Δ j , | Δ j } < m i n {δ—tc, l/2ω}, and (X,
Let i>e(0, T—s) and t<=[s, T—v\. Then there exist k(n) and j(m) such that
t*Ξ(tiiu)-u tfoo] Π (ί7(«)-i, t?im)]. Note that | tnHn)-tJ{m) \ ^  | Δ j + | Am \. There-
fore, if {un} is a sequence of step functions defined as in (2.1), then (3.10) yields
ίί\\u»o-%\\+\\uV-%\\+(T-s)p(8)+ £ ί A5II/5II+ ΣΆ?II/ΠI
P = l (7 = 1
+[K-ip(T)(T-s)+\W\+p(T)][(T-s+l)(\An\ + |ΔJ)] 1 / 2.
Since ρ(δ) I 0 as δ [ 0 and X can be taken in D(AS) so that \\x—X\\ may be as
small as we please, we infer with the aid of the consistency condition (C) that
the limit u(t)=limun(t) exists for t^[s, T—v\ and the convergence is uniform
on [s, T—v] with respect to t. Since v is arbitrary in (0, T—s), we conclude
that the convergence (2.1) holds in B([s> T); X) and the proof of the first asser-
tion is complete. The last assertion follows from Theorem 2.4. q.e.d.
A few remarks concerning the above result are in order.
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REMARK 3.1. As mentioned after Definition 2.3, the family {Jltt*. t&
[0, T]} of extensions of Ah O^t^T, also satisfies condition (H;Xa) for the
same constant ω as well as the same function Θ. So, all of our arguments in
this subsection are valid in the second dual X** even if At (t^[0, T]) are
replaced by the operators Jlta(t^[0y Γ]). In particular, (3.9) holds for every
REMARK 3.2. As shown in Theorem 2.4, the limit function u obtained by
Theorem 3.5 is extended to a strongly continuous function on [s> T] belonging
to the class Jy[s, T]. If the initial-value x belongs to Da(JLs<A)y then the mod-
ulus of continuity for u is determined by the rate of convergence p(r) j 0 as
r I 0. In fact, let s—s and suppose that ((ZλS))$ is the same scheme as ((DS))S
in Lemma 3.4. This time, we take t, t'G[s,T] with \t —1'\ <{T— s)β,
«G(0,(Γ-ί)/3), and m, n with m a x { | Δ j , | Δ J } < ( Γ — s)/3y and then set
η=t—t' and δ=\
v
\+fc+max { |Δ
Λ
| , | Δ J } in (3.9) with (£,30eJZ5>Λ. Then
we see that (3.10) holds with ckj(0) in the bracket [•••] replaced by ckj(t—t').
Letting fk->tf and tj-^t in the estimate (3.10), and then Λ:->0 in the resultant
inequality, we get
(3.11) exp [-
ω
(t+t'-2s)]\\u(t')-u(t)\\
for %^D(Jl
sa
). Now suppose that x^D
a
{JL
siΛ). Then a sequence {£/} can be
selected in D(<_ΛSt<Λ) such that x^x in X and ||MS,<AIII^ I<A**I + 1 / ί f o r
/ ^ l . Substituting JK7 into JC of (3.11) and letting Z-»°o, we obtain
(3.12) \\u(t')-u{t) ||5Ξ
where the constant depends only on s and x. (3.12) is also deduced from Pro-
position 2.5. This type of estimate was first given by Crandall-Pazy [4].
REMARK 3.3. If x<=D
a
(JlStΛ) in Theorem 3.5, then we have
\\u(t)-x\\^(t-s) exp [ω(t~s)][\JlStΛx\+p(T)] for f €Ξ[*, T] .
To see this, we first note that Lemma 3.3 is still valid for every (
by the same reason as in Remark 3.1. Let x^D
a
{Jl
s
^ and {#,} a sequence
in D(<Jl
s>a) with the properties as mentioned before (3.12). Then, Lemma
3.3 with AT replaced by JLSt<A implies
n
.ΛIII+ Σ m\n\\+θ{t%
 s
y\,
so that it follows from Theorem 3.5 that
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Now letting /—>oo yields the desired estimate.
REMARK 3.4. To get the convergence (2.1) we approximated the initial-
value x by elements of D(AS). However (3.9) holds for rE[ί, T] and (£, $)^Ar
hence we still have the convergence (2.1) so far as x can be approximated by
elements in the union of D(A
r
) (s ^ r < Γ ) . This suggests that the class of
"admissible'' initial-data can be extended to a larger set than -3Γβ'
s
. In fact,
given an $e[0, Γ), let E(A
sβ
) be the set of all x^X
β
 for which there exist se-
quences {r,} in [s, T) and {.£,} in X such that rt J, s, Xι^D(Arι) and %t-*x.
Then E(A
sβ
) is closed in X and contains χ
β s
. Hence it is sufficient to assume
x^E(AStβ) in order to get the same conclusion as in Theorem 3.5. In other
words, the class of admissible initial-data is determined by the family of do-
mains {D(At): t<=[s, Γ)}, rather than the single domain D(AS).
In this connection, it is interesting to note that if x€ΞE(A
s β
) then the first
step u\ of the scheme ((DS))S converges to x. In fact, if x^E(Asβ) then given
an /^>1 there exist rt <Ξ [s, T) and {%hyι)<^ATι such that \rt — s\ <1// and
\\%i—x\\<l/l So, the application of Lemma 3.2 with t=rh (£, 3>)=(%h jP/) and
« = 0 yields that (l-Λϊω)IM^
Therefore u\-+x as n->oo. In contrast to condition (T) (which asserts that
D(At) depends upon ί in a "forward" sense), this fact means that x is ap-
proximated by elements in the union of D(A
r
) (s<r<T). In other words,
D{At) also depends upon ί in a "backward" sense under the existence of the
scheme {{DS))S.
REMARK 3.5. As is seen from the argument developed so far, the con-
vergence (2.1) is still valid and the limit is uniquely determined in the class
<$y[s> T] even if a Lebesgue null set N is selected and the operator At is un-
defined for t&N. In this case ((DS))S makes sense only when the sequence
of partitions {Δ
n
} is chosen so that A
n
d[s> T]—N for n^l. For this type of
generalization, see Evans [8],
4. Construction of evolution operators
In this section we discuss the construction of evolution operators. We
assumed condition (P) in Section 1 as one of our basic hypothesis, and condi-
tion (P) will play an important role in this section.
We recall that C
s
( ίG[0, Γ]) are the sets defined by (1.7). Our main
result is now stated as follows.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exists an l.s.c. functional p: X->[0, oo]
satisfying (P) and (I7), and that condition (H\ X
Λ
) holds for every α > 0 . Suppose
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that given se[0, Γ), /3>0 and x^X
βs
 there exists a discrete scheme ({Δ
Λ
}, {(«?,
vl)}> {ft}) satisfying conditions (i)-(iϋ) as mentioned at the beginning of Section
3.1. Then there is an evolution operator U constrained in {C
s
} with the following
properties:
(a) For s<Ξ[0, T) and β>0 there exists an a^β such that U(t,s) maps
X
βs
 into X
Λt for t^[s, T] and, for each x^Xβs, u(t)=U(t, s)x gives a unique
integral solution with initial-value x of (DE)S constrained in {XΛtt}.
(b) For ίG [0, T) and β>0 there exists an a^β and the inequality
\\U(t, s)x-U(ty s)x\\^ exp [ω#(f-ί)]| |*--*| |
holds for x9 i e χ β s and t<=[s, T]. Hence {U(t,s): s^t^T} is equi-Lipschitz
continuous overX
β s
.
(c) For s<Ξ [0, Γ), /3>0, and x<E:D
a
(JlSiΛ) Π Xβ, we have
\\U(t9 s)x-U(t, s)x\\^ const, (s, x)[\ t-t\ +Pa{\t-t| +0)]
for s^ty t^Ty where a is a number as mentioned in (a), θ* a function in 2 pro-
vided by condition (H; X
a
)> and p« is defined for the θ
a
 by (1.5). If the function
θ
a
 is in 3BV) then C/( , s)x is Lipschitz continuous over [s, T] with respect to t.
Proof. Let se[0, T) and /3>0. Given an xGX
β i S, define step functions
u
Λ
( ,s;x): [Sy ίNn]-*X by un(t; st x)=unk(<=XΛ) for tG(tLutΐ], \^k^Nn and
n^ί. Then Theorem 3.5 yields the uniform convergence
u(t; Sy x) = lim u
n
(t; sf x) on [sy T—v]
for every z>^(0, T—s)f and Theorem 2.4 implies that u( sy x) is a unique in-
tegral solution with initial-value x of (DE)S constrained in {Xy t} for some
J^a, More precisely, given 7 r ^ 7 , u( ;sy x) is uniquely determined for the
s and x in the class J^[sf T], Now we set
(4.1) U(ty s)x = u(t; Sy x) for t(=[s, T].
In view of (1.7), s and x are arbitrarily taken in [0, T] and C
s
, respectively.
Hence (4.1) provides single-valued operators U(t,s) (O^s^t^T) such that
U(ty s) maps C
s
 into Ct and U( s)x is strongly continuous on [sf T] for ίG [0, T]
and x e C
s
. This means that the family CU= {U(t, s): O^s^t^ T} has property
(E2) mentioned as in the Introduction. Let O^r^s^t^T and x^C
r
.
Then we infer from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that U( , r)x gives an integral
solution with initial-value U(syr)x of (DE)S constrained in {Xftt:s^t^T} for
some γ, so that we have £/(£, r)x=U(ty s)U(Sy r)x by the unicity for weak solu-
tions. This means that HJ has property (El)y and so HJ forms an evolution
operator constrained in {C
s
} and has property (a). Property (b) follows from
Theorem 3.5 and the estimate (2.7). (The inequality in (b) is also obtained
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directly from the estimate (3.9).) Finally, Assertion (c) is nothing but a com-
bination of restatements of Remarks 3.2, 3.3, Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.7.
q.e.d.
REMARK 4.1. Suppose in the above theorem that C
s
 is independent of s
and CS = C. Then HJ forms an evolution operator on C with property (E2)'.
In fact, let *<=C, O^s^t^T, and O^s^i^T. Then (1.7) implies that
x<EΞX
βtSΓiX*β;s for some β>0 and β>0. Let ({Δj , {(w?,^)}, {/?}) and
({Δj , {(ά™, ύj)}, {fj){ be two discrete schemes that are consistent with
(DE)S in XΛ and (DE)AS in X^> respectively. Define two sequences of step
functions {u
n
( s, x)} and {u
m
( i, #)} in the same way as in the proof of the
above theorem. We write α'=max {α, a) and consider the discrete schemes
for the initial-value x in the common set X
Λ
/. Now setting a = a', Jt — x,
v
=t—iy \t—t\<S^T, and 0</c<δ— \t—i\ in (3.9) and then letting t%->t
and tj-+t, we infer with the aid of Theorem 3.5 that the inequality
exp [- ω^t+t-s-^jWuit; s, x)-u(t; $, x)\\
obtains for (X, $)<=A
ra
'y and rG[0, T\. Hence letting δ I \t—i\ yields
exp [-2ω
a
'T]\\U(ty s)x-U{t, S)x\\
This means that U(t, s)x is strongly continuous on the rectangular O^s^t^
If in particular x^D
a
(<JL
r<Λf) for some r, then we see in the same way as in
Remark 3.2 that the following inequality holds for O^s^t^T and
IK*, s)x-U(l, ί)*||^const. [\t-l\ + \s-&\+p
Λ
,(\t-l\+O)],
where the constant depends only upon r and x. Note that U(t, )x is always
Lipschitz continuous over [0, t] with respect to s.
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